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very early on in my career, i realized that i needed to expand a bit on the way i approach creating
settings for my games, and so i started to really think about the world. it was then that i realized that
the earth and the sun had a huge influence on the world. i think this is why i came up with the cycle
of creation and destruction, i wanted a period of time that had an effect on the world. in particular, i
figured that the introduction of dragons into the world would have a large effect on it, and so i went
looking for a way that they would be able to be a sign of something bigger. the elements were my
inspiration; their cyclical change and the effects they had on the world (although none of them have
any real counterpart to real life) was what i based my setting on, and it always spoke to me. that,
plus my interest in nethydra and other odd little sea gods. but really though, i just need a place that
exists in time that would be large enough that people would notice it, and thus be interested in it.
that place was the ring, which although its story is not mine to tell, it was built to be a home for all
the races and cultures of the world, and is a place of worship to many different people and places.
mon, 30 mar 2015 19:24:45 gmthttps://community.technet.com/blogs/msdna/rsscomments.aspx?po
stid=749514d6-bafa-4f88-8f2a-1b8bff51b309miguelhttps://community.microsoft.com/scriptcenter/bl
ogs/miguel/archive/2015/03/30/what-happens-when-wayfinders-are-placed-in-other-stones.aspx
although the loreh institute is explicitly focusing on restoring the era of the first men, the lorum
institute also produces a product called stonekind, a simulated ioun stone which allows users to use
the abilities of various ioun stones without the usual drawback of having to meet the stones own
requirements. stonekind is a very expensive ability, but in return, you can use any ioun stone with it,
as long as it meets the minimum ioun stone requirements.
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the wayfinder's effects are active for a round and do not stack with any other wayfinder's effects.
while a character is holding a wayfinder, her body manifests a zone of influence, which extends

outward from her head and is 1d3 feet wide. "that is the impossible that i am able to do. i am master
of all magic, able to cast any spell and set any magic item. i am the malacathrix, master of the
greatest power of my order: the ioun stones." the malacathrix is the highest mage-priest of her

order. each ioun stone is connected to its owner via what is known as an intesix. intesix differ in size
and power, with some being quite powerful. intesix can be completely invisible to the user, although
others can be detected through various means. visiting characters who stumble on a user's intesix
and touch it will not be affected by the intesix on their own ioun stones; however, if the intesix is
close to the owner's head, it will affect any other intesix on the same head. the amount of time a

stone can be active before becoming inert is unpredictable, and when it does it leaves no trail and its
location cannot be determined. the intesix is permanently and directly connected to the head of its

owner (and therefore cannot be used to control a user's head in anyway), although is usually
invisible to the user; other intesix are generally not visible to their owners. intesix can either transfer
their own power into an ioun stone, or accept the power held by an ioun stone through an old mating

process. they can do this only when the stone is free and unoccupied. the stone must remain in a
partially completed state in order to be given a soul; if it completes the process in any way it will die

or go inert. 5ec8ef588b
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